
Specialty Services
We believe that each patient should be treated with a holistic, whole person approach to healing. Every person is

unique, and I love helping my patients develop individualized treatment plans to help them achieve their specific goals.

Check out our specialty services.

Webb Physical TherapyWebb Physical Therapy
Holistic, Helpful, HealingHolistic, Helpful, Healing

PELVIC FLOOR PHYSICAL THERAPY IN LAWRENCE KANSAS
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Pelvic PainPelvic Pain Low BackLow Back
PainPain

IncontinenceIncontinence

PregnancyPregnancy PostpartumPostpartum Pelvic OrganPelvic Organ
ProlapseProlapse

About
Michelle Webb

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Hi! I’m Michelle Webb, Doctor of Physical

Therapy at Webb Physical Therapy. Since

graduating from PT school in 2011, I have

worked in many different areas of physical

therapy, but it wasn’t until I started working with

Pelvic Floor Physical Therapy that I found my
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true passion...

Read More

Michelle was the first physicalMichelle was the first physical
therapist that actually listened...therapist that actually listened...

As someone with decade-long chronic illnesses, myAs someone with decade-long chronic illnesses, my

needs had not been addressed by other physicalneeds had not been addressed by other physical

therapists. Michelle was the first physical therapisttherapists. Michelle was the first physical therapist

that actually listened and trusted me to know mythat actually listened and trusted me to know my

body and took my unique needs into considerationbody and took my unique needs into consideration

when making recommendations. As a result, not onlywhen making recommendations. As a result, not only

have we been able to successfully address thehave we been able to successfully address the

nerve pain I was seeing her for initially, but we’venerve pain I was seeing her for initially, but we’ve

continued to work together to address, and hopefullycontinued to work together to address, and hopefully

even prevent, other issues that run in my family.even prevent, other issues that run in my family.

Michelle is kind, patient, knowledgeable, andMichelle is kind, patient, knowledgeable, and

very quick to respond to questions in betweenvery quick to respond to questions in between

appointments. appointments. She is amazing!She is amazing!
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Initial Evaluation

Hour long, 1-on-1, examination with Michelle

Assessment and Movement/orthopedic

screening

Pelvic Exam (Optional)

Develop Plan of Care so you can accomplish

your treatment goals.

$175 - 1 hour

Schedule Appointment

Follow-Up Visits

Hour long session with Michelle

Working through your personal Plan of Care

Physical Therapy Exercises

$125 - 1 hour

Schedule Appointment
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Sign Up Here >>> Sign Up

785-813-1338 | webbpelvichealth@gmail.com

4910 Wakarusa Ct Suite A, Lawrence, KS 66047, USA
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Type your message here...
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Webb Physical Therapy
Directions
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785-813-1338

webbpelvichealth@gmail.com

4910 Wakarusa Court Suite A Lawrence, Kansas 66049

9:00AM - 5:00PM | Monday - Thursday
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